Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) have been recognized as a promising technology that allows secondary users (SUs) extensively explore spectrum resource usage efficiency, while not introducing interference to licensed users. Due to the unregulated wireless network environment, CRNs are susceptible to various malicious entities. Thus, it is critical to detect anomalies in the first place. However, from the perspective of intrinsic features of CRNs, there is hardly in existence of an universal applicable anomaly detection scheme. Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) has been theoretically proven an optimal approach for accurate and quick detection of changes in the characteristics of a running (random) process. In addition, SSA is a model-free method and no parametric models have to be assumed for different types of anomalies, which makes it a universal anomaly detection scheme. In this paper, we introduce an adaptive parameter and component selection mechanism based on coherence for basic SSA method, upon which we built up a sliding window online anomaly detector in CRNs. Our experimental results indicate great accuracy of the SSA-based anomaly detector for multiple anomalies.
Introduction
The rigid spectrum allocation scheme regulated by governmental agencies leads to great deficit on spectrum band resources. The emergence of new intelligent spectrum allocation/re-allocation scheme, especially cognitive radio networks (CRNs), is studied elaborately in the last decade, due to the ever-increasing wireless applications. CRN is a technology that allows wireless devices (unlicensed users) access spectrum resources dynamically without introducing major interference to licensed primary users. Because of the great difficulty and high complexity in dynamic spectrum access (DSA) , and many open issues on security deployment, CRN study still stays in tentative phase and needs all-round improvements despite a large quantity of research studies. A well-designed CRN aims to serve for two purposes: to maximize the usage of spare spectrum resource as well as to protect the incumbent primary system from secondary network interference [1] .
In order to meet the two requirements, and according to Federal Communications Commission (FCC): "no modification to the incumbent signal should be required to accommodate opportunistic use of the spectrum by Secondary Users (SUs)" [2] , CRN system is expected to collect and process sufficient, highly accurate information of the spectrum environment, without imposing overhead on incumbent users by adding new features, such as redundant symbolic pads, or authentication protocols. Thus, this dynamic Big Data processing task is very challenging. In addition, due to the uncertainties in PU behaviours and unavoidable interloper including many malicious entities, it is, if not impossible, extremely hard to maintain a stable cognitive radio system. Existence of anomaly behaviours, which include traditional anomaly security threats and newly emerged CRN-specific security threats, such as jamming, primary user emulation (PUE) attacks, spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF), common control channel jamming, selfish users, intruding nodes and more [3] , make the situation even worse.
In general, "anomaly" refers to unexpected or unnormal situations. In CRNs, specifically, "anomaly situation" can be introduced by various malicious activities as well as by versatile unpredictable PU activities, both of which can cause degradation on link quality of CRNs. Sometimes, it is necessary to detect those anomaly situations without introducing much overhead to cognitive entities. This task belongs to change-point detection, which concerns the design and analysis of procedures for "on-the-go" detection of possible changes in the characteristics of a running Q. Dong, Z. Yang, Y. Chen, et al.
(random) process. Specifically, the process is assumed to be continuously monitored through sequentially made observations (e.g., measurements), whose behaviors should suggest the process may have statistically changed. The aim is to conclude so within the fewest observations possible, subject to a tolerable level of the risk of false detection [4] , [5] . The time instance at which the state of the process changes is referred to as the change-point, which is not known in advance.
The Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) theory is viewed as an appropriate solution for this quickest change-point detection issue. However, SSA is mostly used as a postmortem analysis technique and operates blocks of data, which makes SSA rarely be adopted in real world engineering applications. The main idea of SSA is to decompose the specific time series into additive components such as trends, oscillation and "structureless" noise [6] . In a typical situation, after employing SSA, the operator need to select the interested component for further analysis. Therefore it is difficult to build a real-time processing based on SSA, only if an associated real-time automatic parameter and component selection mechanism is involved. However, the SSA methods do not need either a parametric model or stationarity-type conditions of the operating data, which makes it a modelfree method and applicable to different categories of CRN anomalies.
In this work, we explored to leverage the attractive capabilities of the SSA scheme to solve the online anomaly detection problem in CRNs. The key contribution lies in an adaptive parameter and component selection mechanism that enables the SSA cope with the complexity in anomaly detection in CRNs. Through extensive experimental study, we have also investigated the tradeoffs between the sensitivity to subtle changes and the detection performance. For the convenience of discussion, we assume an ON/OFF Markov PU activity model and PUE attacks anomaly model. The rest of this paper is organized as the following: Section 2 provides background information and briefly discusses some most closely related work. Section 3 describes the system model with interference to secondary user (SU) activities in detail. Section 4 explores an advanced study of SSA on CRNs anomaly detection. Then Section 5 reports our experimental results on two different anomaly detections, PUE attack and PU activity anomaly, respectively. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Background and Related Work
To date, significant amount of work has been presented to address various CRN security issues. For instance, the counter-measures to SSDF attacks include deploying a reputation metric to denote the scale of trustworthiness of each user [7] , or reporting continuous sensing result to minimal attacks [8] . Game theory and Q-learning algorithm are often utilized to discuss attacker-SU action patterns [9] and to detect selfish users [10] . In confront of common control channel jamming attack, traditional communication technique of channel hopping is proved efficient for SUs exchanging channel information via multiple common control channels stochastically [11] . From the perspective of intrinsic features of CRNs, to the best of our knowledge, no universal anomaly detection scheme has been proposed.
SSA is introduced by Broomhead and King for the first time in 1986 [12] . Since then, it has shown its significant ability in a wide field of time series processing, such as finding data structure, extracting periodic pattern and complex trends, smoothing and change point detection [13] , [14] . Wu et al. applied SSA for data preprocessing, associating with artificial neural network (ANN), to predict daily rainfall-runoff transformation [15] . Oropeza and Sacchi presented multichannel singular spectrum analysis (MSSA) as a tool for simultaneously denoising and reconstructing seismic data [16] . Moskvina and Zhigljavsky developed an algorithm of change-point detection in time series, based on sequential application of SSA [17] .
A PUE attack is that malicious entities mimic PU signals in order to either occupy spectrum resource selfishly or conduct Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. PUE attacks can be easily implemented in CRNs and introduce great overhead on cognitive radio communication and cause chaos in dynamic spectrum sensing. Many detection techniques are based on geometrical information of the PU transmitter. In [18] , the authors claimed that in order to achieve a better attack result, attackers intend to adjust transmission power according to PU activities. By implementing a transmitter parameter detection method that can measure the received power at SUs, it achieved a good detection result. However, it requires priori knowledge of distances among the nodes in the wireless environment. On the other hand, it is not accurate to identify PU signal by measuring the received signal strength (RSS). Not only because signal strength may vary by a large magnitude over small area, but also the attackers can constantly change the transmitter position and transmission power to disguise themselves. Thus, researchers have tried to eliminate noisy from received signals by constructing a sensor network [19] , which introduces overhead to CRNs.
An auxiliary detection method is proposed to against attacks including PUE attacks using both local and global database [20] . However, it did not consider many real world situations such as location variance or smart attackers. A physical layer authentication scheme was introduced by adding tags to PU signals to counter PUE attacks [21] . In this method, PUs leverage a hash function to generate a oneway hash chain composed by a series of irreversible hash values at the beginning of communication. Whenever a PU wants to transmit a signal, it tags a hash value from the hash chain in a reversed manner. Both SUs and attackers are able to receive the tag. SUs can identify PU identity by calculating the tag, because attackers cannot forge the tag as the hash chain is irreversible. Nevertheless, in addition to imposing authentication requirement to PUs, this method Comparing to all discussed PUE attack counter-measures, in our proposal, we do not aim at sifting adversaries' signal from PU signal. Instead, our method is able to detect abnormal activities without acquiring any priori information of PUs or malicious entities, and neither is there any overhead to PUs. For further exploration of our detection method, a rudimentary PU activity anomaly detection is proved feasible in our work, which is useful on prediction of PU activity and monitor PU network health status.
System Model
Let us consider a typical centralized CRN. Due to the opportunistic nature of cognitive radio spectrum access methods and intricate wireless channel traffic model, a method for detecting abnormal activities in CRNs is not always universally applicable to all situations. In an environment of non-deterministic PU traffic pattern, it is difficult to precisely predict channel idle periods. In a distributed CRN, all cognitive nodes share the spectrum resource with incumbent users, thus a single cognitive node can hardly be aware of an anomaly at system level. Therefore, a smart attacker can take advantage of the nature that channel idle period could fluctuate dramatically, and disguise as the PU to occupy spectrum resource selfishly. In our system model, an online detection technique is designed to fit many wireless application scenarios regardless of channel status fluctuation, by simply inspecting cognitive nodes' activities.
Assumptions
We made the following assumptions for our model:
• The CRN consists of several cognitive nodes that can dynamically access spectrum resource, and a fusion center (FC) that collects cognitive nodes' data flow information, and detects abnormal activates;
• The total available spectrum resource is composed by multiple PU channels. The channels are independent to each other on traffic pattern. The traffic model for each channel is non-deterministic with fluctuation in both busy and idle periods;
• The spectrum resource is intensively used by CRNs in which the cognitive node stores the sensed channel state locally and transmit data when the channel is not used by other cognitive nodes, while a minimal transmission spectrum opportunity time slot T min_tx is required;
• Every cognitive node will broadcast a packet P num to FC after a transmission period T period via an idle channel. P num contains information about the number of received data packets in last T period . The overhead to each cognitive node is minimal as only one extra packet is required for every T period . To further guarantee the integrity and security of the transmitted P num , some authentication and authorization techniques can be introduced;
• It is always feasible for each cognitive node to find an idle channel to broadcast P num , because T period T busy . (T period is in the order of second, while T busy is mostly in order of millisecond [22] );
• Attackers are smart enough to mimic PUs' signals, and they can conduct secret attack without introducing great fluctuation to the entire CRN;
• The FC can perform online anomaly detection based on the integrated statistics from all cognitive nodes.
Wireless Traffic Model and Analysis
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) allows a cognitive radio to assign SUs some licensed bands temporarily, in an opportunistic and non-interfering manner. Therefore, the information about the spectrum occupancy patterns of the PUs is necessary. Because PU channels are independent to each other, it is feasible to analyze the model of an individual wireless channel. At a particular time point and a geographical location, a primary radio channel is either busy or idle. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , T i busy denotes PU busy time slot on the i-th channel, which indicates there is PU activity exist in such channel. T i idle stands for PU idle time slot on i-th channel, which means no primary user is occupying this channel. Hence, the primary radio channel's spectrum occupancy pattern, which is also the PU's traffic pattern, describes the distribution of the durations of the busy and idle time slots.
Basically, there are two classes of traffic patterns in wireless environment: 1) Deterministic patterns, where the duration of either idle time (T idle ) or busy time (T busy ), if not both, is fixed; and 2) Stochastic patterns, where the start time and duration of both states are random and be modeled with statistical properties [23] . For the former category, the appearance of an attack will certainly change the deterministic patterns, making it easy to detect. For the later category, which is more likely in real world situation since the state exchanges randomly, it is hard to determine if the change of the occupancy pattern is related to an attack. Therefore, considering a continuous-time model, the channel remains in one state for a random period before switching to the other state. It is proven to be efficient that the PU activity [25] . The probability density function (PDF) of the distribution can be stated as:
where λ idle and λ busy are rate parameters, and their actual value is handy by stochastic measurement [26] . 
The length of T i idle is critical for CRNs when exploiting the spectrum resource. A high time resolution of PU activity pattern may cause futile spectrum resource usage. 
With a stable PU transmission pattern, there is a corresponding stable spectrum resource pool for CRNs. Any anomaly behaviour introduced either by malicious entities or PU itself, will cause variation on rate parameters λ idle and λ busy , and afterwards the available SU transmission time span T tx . In addition, a certain external symptom will show at FC as a change of the integrated packet flow P num .
In this paper, we implement online anomaly detection based on the channel information P num from all cognitive nodes, without knowing prior information λ idle and λ busy .
SSA based anomaly detection
When the channel fluctuation is not considered, it is straightforward to attribute a deterioration of CRN channel quality to an anomaly in certain category. From the viewpoint of the FC, an anomaly results in the decrease of the overall receiving packets rate of all the SUs. Therefore, SSA algorithm is introduced to detect the change of the overall packets rate.
Basic SSA Algorithm Description
The basic algorithm of SSA is described as following:
is a real-value time series with the length of N . A sliding window, with a fixed window length of M, is adopted to truncate X and get a series of lagged vectors, and then, transform these vectors to a trajectory matrix X. The trajectory matrix X includes the whole information of the original time series X.
The columns X j of the trajectory matrix X can be considered as vectors in an M-dimensional space R M . A particular combination of a certain number l of the Singular
In our system model, FC gets the packets rate in every T period from each single SU, and calculates the whole Exploration of Singular Spectrum Analysis for Online Anomaly Detection in CRNs network's packets rate X = (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N ), which is the object of the SSA processing. The SSA processing of X includes the following steps.
Step 1: Embedding
Map the vector X into a M × K matrix X,
where K = N − M + 1. The matrix X is called trajectory matrix and the vectors − − → X i are called lagged vectors. Note that X is a Hankel matrix, which has the equal elements on it's skew-diagonals i + j = const.
Step 2: Singular Value Decomposition
Apply SVD procedure on the trajectory matrix X and obtain M singular values 
where
Step 3: Grouping Select a subset indices I of {1, 2, · · · , d}, with l elements
Then the representation turns to
where XĪ = i I X i .
Step 4: Diagonal Averaging Diagonal Averaging is used to transfer matrix X I = i∈I X i into a time series (reconstruction). According to mathematic deduction, it is the component-sum of the original series X.
That is, the reconstructed series element x i equals to the average of the corresponding matrix elements sharing the same location with that x i appears in the trajectory matrix X.
The main purpose of SSA is to decompose the original time series into several additive components, based on the assumption that this series is a sum of several simpler series. Specifically, a general descriptive model of the series that we use in SSA methodology is an additive model in which the components are trends, oscillations, and noise. Figure  4 shows a SSA decomposition of a section of CRN packet rate flow. The conception of "trend" denotes a components that is (i) not stationary and (ii) 'slowly varies' during the whole period of time that the series is being observed, as the first and second components shown in Fig. 4 . Meanwhile, the 'oscillation' components can be divided into periodic and quasi-periodic, like the third and forth components shown in Figure 5 depicts the differences among the three kinds of components in the frequency domain. In general, the trend converge its energy at the low frequency region, as shown by the first and second components. The oscillation corresponds to a peak at particular frequency, and always occurs in pairs (the reason will be explained in next section), as shown by the forth and fifth component. Separating the whole series into these components and analyzing the linear homogeneous recurrence relations (LRRs) for interpretable components is helpful to obtain reliable and meaningful SSA results. In our case, only the general variation trend of channel traffic flow is considered, so that the gentle periodical fluctuation and random channel error are ignored.
On-line SSA
The basic SSA algorithm is useful to the determined (although stochastic) time series only, because it takes the whole series as the object. A straightforward way to make SSA work for on-line, real-time processing is segment processing with a sliding window. But there are two issues. The first one is the window size, or the size of segmented time series prepared for SSA, is directly related to detection time resolution and it determines the trade-off between accuracy and delay. Meanwhile, the parameters of SSA should be adaptive to the dataset.
There are two parameters that are needed to be determined in basic SSA, the window length M and the group of I indices, which determine the subspace L I . According to the data complexity consistency, each segment's processing can share an uniform M, so it can be decided automatically at the start of the operation and keep till end, while the subspace indices are varying all the time.
While the example shown in Fig. 4 has two trend components, our experimental analysis revealed that many segments have only one trend component. In order to obtain the trend information of each segment, the grouping strategy is expected to be adaptive. Otherwise, using fixed number of components will either fail to obtain the complete trend information of some segments, or contaminate the trend information of some segments by unnecessary components. Therefore, the grouping strategy should ensure only and all the trend components are selected for reconstruction. To illustrate the adaptive grouping strategy, an indicator called separability is used.
Because SSA transforms a time series into a sum of different additive components, the separability of additive components plays a fundamental role. The SVD procedure provides a weak separability. Consider a fixed window length M and the grouping step can be defined in terms of multivariate geometry. Denoting each X i the M-trajectory matrices of the series X i and the grouping result X = X 1 + X 2 + · · · + X d . Since X i are biorthogonal matrices, the corresponding X i also inherit the independence. However, it does not necessarily mean they are separable and have no interaction with each other. Because X i are rank-one matrices, all interpretable components (components without noise) can be often approximated by time series of small rank: a typical slow-varying trend in rank one and a sinusoid in rank two. A noisy component is too complex to be described with limited ranks.
Therefore, the trends show a clear separability, and an oscillation component occupies two successive X i with strong interaction to each other but are separable to other components. When the eigentriple is arranged in the order descending of eigenvalues, the symmetrical pair of X i have similar eigenvalues, so they are always neighbors. In this paper, we use the w-correlation [27] to quantitatively measure the separability.
Characteristics of Separability: w-correlation
Assume X = X (1) + X (2) , and the degree of approximate separability between two series X (1) and X (2) need to be measured. Let's introduce the weights:
and define the inner product of series X (1) and X (2) of length N as:
If (X (1) , X (2) ) w = 0, X (1) and X (2) are w-orthogonal. Meanwhile, separability implies w-orthogonality. Define the notion of w-correlation as follow:
The w-correlation measures the separability between elementary reconstructed components (X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X d ), and a w-correlation matrix can be generated. Take the example shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 6 presents the gray scale of the wcorrelation (M=40). The first two eigentriples represent two trend elementary components, and the third and forth ones correspond to a harmonic. Since the last components either contribute little to the whole series or interact a lot with each other, they are considered as noise. It can be seen from the components' PDF. Therefore, the w-correlation is used to pick up trend components from all components. Typically, trend components contribute significantly to data structure, which means they are the first several components. In addition, the trend components are independent with other components, especially with its neighbors, which means its w-correlation values with neighbors are low.
Online Anomaly Detection Strategy in CRNs
Based on our assumptions, the anomalies in any categories will be detected by leveraging the CRN packet rate timeseries X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 · · · }. In order to detect anomalies in time, we process the time-series in segments. Basically, the network state at a particular time point can be described by the SSA-rebuilt series around it, and it will be compared with the network state of previous time point. If the distance between these two network states is large enough, a change or anomaly is detected, which potentially indicate an attack. The detailed operation steps are as following.
Step 1: Window Extraction X = · · · , x p+1 , x p+2 , · · · , x p+q is a given CRN packet flow, where x p+q is the currently arrived data. To evaluate the network at the time point p + q, a sliding window with length N truncates the original series twice in succession with an interval s. Fig. 7 shows two segments are obtained, the base window and the test window. Note that the interval s is fixed when the window moves, and q = s + N − 1. Step 2: SSA Trend Extraction Then, embed these two segments into two trajectory matrices in size M × K, where N = M + K − 1. As mentioned before, by increasing the matrices size parameter M, the original data will be described in more details but also computing complexity will get increased. We take a tradeoff between accuracy and complexity, making M the floor of q/6. The base matrix is,
The test matrix is,
Then, SSA procedure is applied to the base and test matrices, respectively. Because only the trend components are needed to reconstruct the original series, w-correlation method is employed for automatic component grouping. Set Y base and Y test as the rebuilt series:
Step 3: Distance Computation and Anomaly Location
Once the base window and the test window are rebuilt by SSA, the difference of these two series with certain inverval can be evaluated using the Euclidean distance and the direction cosine as differential-based detector.
The Euclidean distance is calculated by:
If treat the two rebuilt time series y base and y test as two vectors in the subspace R M , then the angle θ can be generalized as below:
Anomaly will inevitably change the time series pattern, thus will be detectable because it shall enlarge window distance. Besides, other anomaly detection methods, which based only on feature of "test" window, such as data range, mean or variance of time series window, are worth trial. They are denoted as non-differential-based detection methods.
The non-differential-based detector are designed to detection fluctuation within a single sliding window; once an anomaly occurs, the primary features of a sliding window will present great fluctuation. The differential-based detector try to measure the distance between "test" and "base" sliding windows. Anomaly shall increase feature distance between a normal time series and an abnormal one.
experimental results
To evaluate the proposed CRN anomaly detection method, our experiment analysis is divided into two parts. In the first part, the basic SSA method is employed to deal with off-line anomaly detection problem, in order to discuss the capability of SSA on capturing the operating trend of random packet rate. In the second part, we promote our anomaly detector to online, in discussion of the real-time deployment of SSA based detection method. A CRN is constructed using OMNET++ 4.6. Two categories of anomalies are considered in our study. One is PUE attacks and the other is sudden change of PU activities. In our implementation, SUs are randomly distributed in the environment and they can access to all channels in an opportunistic spectrum sensing manner. Each channel is legally allocated to a PU, whose duty cycle and idle cycle are stochastically distributed in a range. All SUs know neither geometry information of PUs, nor their broadcasting patterns. 
Off-line Detection

System Setting
Scenario Setting: This off-line anomaly detector is applied to a PUE attack specified environment as:
Scenario I -a malicious party is a smart attacker that can start PUE attack at a randomly chosen time, and stop after accomplished sufficient attacks. For disguise purpose, the attacker hops among all spectrum channels randomly and implement secret PUE attacks. In this simulation, we applied 20 different seeds to construct 20 different CRN scenarios for anomaly detection. Among all scenarios, the attacker conducts PUE attack at 1500s, 5000s, 8000s respectively, and ends at 3000s, 7000s, 9300s respectively. Specific parameter setting is referred in Table 1 .
Detector Setting: An efficient detector requires a sufficiently long sliding window N in order to catch the principal system features, and the row size of trajectory matrix M should be restricted to M < N /2. In this off-line detection, since a long window is preferred, N can be pre-set as large as 2000 samples, and M can be pre-set as 300 samples. The detection threshold setting is critical in our detector. It can be generated by history observation data in normal non-attacking scenarios with proper guarding pad. Table 2 presents all detector parameters.
Result Analysis
We present detection results with and without PUE attack respectively. In Fig. 9 , the left-top subfigure shows an original packet flow synthesized by FC, which consists of oscillations and spikes. The righttop subfigure shows the data sequence reconstructed by the SSA process. Based on the features carried by principal components of the original data, the first and the second principal components, which are shown by the two subfigures in the bottom of Fig. 9 , are selected for reconstruction due to the great oscillations in other components. The reconstructed data sequence shows clear changes around the time points: 1500s, 3000s, 5000s, 7000s, 8000s, and 9300s, when the PUE attacks started or ended. In contrast, Fig. 10 shows an original packet flow without PUE attack and the reconstructed data sequence from SSA. The reconstructed data indicates a smooth and steady CRN behavior. Besides the reconstruction process, our detection model contains a differential detector as shown in Fig. 8 . Figures 11 and 12 show the outputs of the differential detector corresponding to cases with and without PUE attack respectively. While the detector output in Fig. 11 also shows spikes at those six anomaly points, the output in Fig. 12 presents only small fluctuations. Threshold configuration in differential detector is critical. Thus, a training session is required to find threshold properly.
Based on our detection method, with respective history data training, our SSA based detection method achieved a detection rate of 84%, with false alarm rate of 8%, as shown in Table 3 . However, we suffered an average delay of 45.96s. The result of offline detection shows the appilcability of SSA based anomaly detection in CRN. In the next section, an upgraded online anomaly detection experiment is illustrated with great details.
Online Detection
System Setting
Scenario Setting: The configuration details of two anomaly situations are shown in Table 1 . They are explained as following:
a) In scenario II -a malicious party is a smart attacker that can start PUE attack at a randomly chosen time, and stop after accomplished sufficient attack. For disguise purpose, the attacker hops among all spectrum channels randomly and launches secret PUE attacks. In this experiment, we applied different seeds to construct 26 different CRN scenarios for anomaly detection. Among all scenarios, the attacker conducted PUE attacks at 5500s.
b) In scenario III -during normal cases, the PUs will remain a versatile (not fixed, refer to table 1) ON/OFF pattern until they confront different network situations. In our experiment set-up, the PUs change their ON/OFF pattern randomly with 30 different seeds at 3500s, and recover to normal pattern at 5500s.
Detector Setting: Although a large enough sliding window is preferred, we tentatively choose the sliding window length as 100 samples and trajectory matrix size as 16 samples, in order to reduce the computation overhead while maintaining the efficiency of SSA algorithm. Further, we applied four different detection methods: i). max-min range detection, ii). variance detection, which does not differentiate two consecutive windows, whereas to focus on the structure of current time series of signal, and iii). Euclidean distance detection and iv). cosine distance detection, which will differentiate two consecutive sliding windows. To achieve extensive of analysis, we test on a wide range of threshold based on small amount of training data. We have tested 26 sets of CRN packet flow data for two scenarios, one for PUE attack and the other for PU anomaly, respectively. In our experiment, we mainly focused on testing hard-to-detect anomaly detections (deteriorate the network performance less than 30%), so the PUE attack and PU anomaly are subtle; note that the versatile primary user broadcasting pattern incurs even more difficulties. All four detection methods are applied to the proposed anomaly detector. Figure 13 shows the detection result of scenario I, PUE attack. The attacker launched a PUE attack at 5500s. In the figure, all detection curves show spikes at data flow change point, i.e. next to 5500s. Otherwise, the detection curves remain stable when no anomaly appears. Figure 14 presents the detection result of scenario II, PU anomaly, in which detection spikes appear in all detection methods' curves, since PUs changed their communication pattern at 3500s and resumed the normal pattern at 5500s. The spikes indicate PU abnormal start and end points. Both figures show that our detector is sensitive to even subtle change of the original data flow.
Results and Analysis
However, more noticeable anomalies will result in more conspicuous detection results (deteriorate the network performance greater than 30%). Figure 15 shows the detection of a strong PUE attack and Fig. 16 shows the detection of a strong PU behavior anomaly. Both figure imply a good result of the SSA-based detector. In most of the experimental scenarios, our SSA based online detector is able to report the hard-to-detect anomaly correctly. But false negative and false positive were still observed when the anomalies are too subtle. Figure 17 shows an example of false negative that happened when the PUE attack is trivial. Similarly, Fig. 18 shows an example of false positive alert of PU anomaly. The false alarm and miss detection happen for two reasons: on the one hand, if CRN is suffering from radio environment fluctuation or adaptivity issues, a false alarm is somehow inevitable; on the other hand, if an anomaly is too subtle to cause harmful damage to CRN, a miss detection will get raised.
As illustrated by Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 , The normal PU activity oscillation may change the packet flow as much as, sometimes even more than, an anomaly does. Therefore, although we can adjust the threshold to reduce the false alarm rate, it is not possible to eliminate the false alarms completely.
Obviously, the setting of thresholds is critical to reduce the false alarm rates while maintaining a desired detection accuracy. Since there is not a computable threshold for this method to distinguish abnormal and normal, we conduct empirical analysis on threshold selection based on the dataset of 26 series. Figures 19  and 20 shows different detector's receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve in all PUE attack detection and PU anomaly detection with tentative setting of different thresholds for different detection methods respectively. All the curve indicate good detection result, while non-differential-based methods, i.e. maxmin range detection and variance detection show superior result, especially in simulated PUE attack detection scenarios. Figures 21 and 22 show the detection delay of different detection method in both scenarios. The detection delay vary in range of nearly 0s to over 100s. With some special threshold setting, the detection delay can be kept as low as several seconds, however will incur great false alarms. detection rate, false alarm rate, detection delay based on threshold setting of max-min detection method.
To summarize, the detection results indicate that our proposed online detection method can achieve a high detection rate while keeping false alarm rate low, in both anomaly categories. However, all detectors are suffering a relatively long detection delay.
Discussions & Conclusions
Discussions
From the experiment result, both of our SSA based off-line and online anomaly detection method show high detection rate and low false alarm rate, even when encountered with subtle PUE attack. Although the simulation environment only considered two anomalies: PUE attack and PU abnormality, our proposed method can be used for many other anomaly detections, such as spectrum sensing data falsification (SSDF) and jamming, because those anomaly activities will inevitably deteriorate communication condition of CRNs. On the other hand, however, our proposed detection method suffers from relatively high detection delay. The delay is generally caused by two factors: 1) our light-weighted anomaly detector requires SUs' data aggregation at FC for every several seconds (4s in our simulated online detection scenario); this relative low report time resolution will bring a small amount of detection delay; 2) our detection method is built upon transportation-layer-based data flow, which is not very sensitive to physical layer anomaly activities (most common in CRNs).
In comparison to traditional attack-specified security insurance techniques, our SSA based online anomaly detection method is applicable to most anomaly environment in CRNs. However, this method is no more than a detector. Due to its lightweight and ease of use, this method can be used as a rudimentary CRN network monitor and anomaly detector; once anomaly is detected, further action is needed to eliminate the anomaly.
To summarize, SSA based online detection method is not elixir; it is best used as an auxiliary general CRN anomaly detector, however, needs further measurements to resolve abnormalities.
Conclusions
Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) method possesses attractive features, such as parametric model free that enables it to detect different categories of anomalies. However, the basic SSA algorithm is suitable for off-line batch data processing. We explored to extend SSA to handle online anomaly detection problem in CRNs. An adaptive parameter and component selection mechanism is introduced to enable real-time operation. Taking PUE attacks and PU anomaly as case studies, our experimental results verified the effectiveness of the extended SSA detector. While this algorithm can detect subtle changes with high accuracy, it suffers relatively long delays. Our on-going effort focuses on the delay issue and aiming at an efficient anomaly detection scheme with both satisfactory accuracy and acceptable delays.
